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Here is the information on the Archives Committee issue that I discussed with you today.To: david_marwell @ 

jfk-arrb.gov @ Internetcc: (bcc: David Marwell/ARRB)From: DMarwell @ aol.com @ INTERNET @ WORLDCOM 

Date: 03/07/97 01:10:38 PM CSTSubject: Fwd: CGCEH archives committee---------------------Forwarded 

message:From: hsgispen@sunset.backbone.olemiss.edu (Kees Gispen)To: dmarwell@aol.com (David G. 

Marwell)Date: 97-03-06 22:26:52 ESTDear David,I received comments from Gerhard Weimberg, Richard 

Breitman, and CaroleFink about the work and nature of the CGCEH's archives committee. I amforwarding the 

relevant correspondence to you here, so you can ponder theidea of joining the committee with a bit more 

information. Since you arethe best judge of the propriety of accepting or declining, I'll await yourreply. Kees----

------ Forwarded message ----------Date: Thu, 6 Mar 1997 09:10:58 -0500 (EST)From: Carole Fink 

<fink.24@osu.edu>To: Kees Gispen <hsgispen@sunset.backbone.olemiss.edu>Subject: Re: CGCEH archives 

committeeAt 09:43 PM 3/5/97 -0600, you wrote:>Dear Profs. Fink and Breitman,>>I am writing in my capacity 

as the new executive secretary of the>Conference Group for Central European History. I understand that you 

are>both on the conference group's archives committee. The third member, I>believe, is Professor Weinberg 

at Chapel Hill. I do not have an email>address for him, so for now I am only writing to you. Perhaps you 

will>recall that last fall when Bill Hagen was still president of the CGCEH,>there was some discussion of a new 

fourth member of the archivescommittee.> The name that came up was that of David Marwell, the former 

director of>the Berlin Document Center. Earlier tonight I spoke with David, to askhim>whether he had been 

contacted about our request, and what, if anything, he>had decided to do. He told me that, yes, he had 

spoken with Prof. Fink,>and yes, he was interested in serving. However, in his current capacityas>exec. 

director of the assassination records review board he was not sure>that he could accept, because there might 

be a conflict of interest, in as>much as he is dealing with the National Archives all the time. >>My question to 

you is the following: If you have some kind of written>policy statement about the work and responsibilities of 

the archives>committee, perhaps you could fax or email me a copy, or if there is nosuch>thing perhaps give 

me an informal description, either of which I couldpass>on to David to help him assess the situation and 

decide whether he can>accept the position on our archives committee. Perhaps we could also>arrange it in 

such a way that David recuse himself whenever there is an>issue involving the National Archives. You are so 

much better informed>than I am about these matters that I hope you will be able to help me. The>basic point: 

I think the CGCEH would be helped and honored to have Davidon>the archives committee, and I would like to 

do everything I can to make>that possible.>>I look forward to hearing from you.>>Kees 
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